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ABSTRACT

The proposed work presents the architect as a multi-faceted designer. Contemporary 

architects not only design and build structures as was their main role in the ancient 

and Renaissance society, but also design complex physical and virtual systems, 

material and metaphysical flows encapsulated in hardware shells. As such they 

have had to evolve from builders to master planners, and from specialists in one 

field to cross-disciplinary experts. 

During my journey I have become convinced that the challenge of being an 

architect lies in seeing projects across scales simultaneously. It is about seeing 

the bigger picture, while refining the details, understanding the environment while 

finding creative ways in which to design within practical constraints. Last but not 

least, it is about honing the ability to interact effectively with other disciplines in 

order to deliver more optimal results.

The presented projects demonstrate various aspects of design: designing perception 

(ACOUSTIC-onnection, Disco Mirage), designing and optimizing flows (Dairy 

Foodhub, Circular Economy research), designing complex trans-disciplinary 

systems (TECH-tackle). However, they are all unified by underlaying focus on 

sustainable and environmental designs. 

The cases clearly demonstrate the need for architects to be generalists as their 

predecessors while at the same time being experts and successfully tackling 

details in specific fields. This a role hard to fulfil by a single person. Therefore, 

I ask myself if it is not the right time to challenge the contemporary definition 

for architect and as they should even be a person with vast knowledge across 

disciplines or a collaborative team of experts. 
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0. INTRODUCTION
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An architect is a designer of systems. As such they design metaphysical flows, 

that are encapsulated in hardware shells, called architecture. However, over time 

the architect has transformed from the master builder to a specialist with a local 

impact. In the past couple of centuries, science and technology development and 

the sheer amount of data have made this specialization in a field a necessity. 

Over time it has also resulted in knowledge and innovation incrementation in 

fields that have reached an adequate level of maturity such as architecture.

Today we are surrounded by experts who excel in their field but there is a 

growing need for meta-interlocuters that can facilitate effective cross-disciplinary 

communication and collaboration. This presents architects with the opportunity to 

reoccupy their original role as master designers and once again become generalists 

that can collaborate on multiple instances of interventions and iterations across 

scale and discipline. 

Through a sequence of projects, this work seeks to showcase how researching a 

single topic from different perspectives develops an understanding for sustainable 

circular design that goes beyond a single field. Furthermore, it will demonstrate that 

to design a sustainable interaction is to create cohesive collaborative design with 

consideration for society and the environment. In the selected designs ecology is 

considered as a driver for circularity, which end goal is to enable balance between 

nature and anthropogenic forces. 
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1. THE ARCHITECT GOING 
    A FULL CIRCLE
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Progress and innovation can only be evaluated and appreciated in the context of 

time flow. Similarly, the evolution of the architect’s position in relation to society, 

their peers and professional cast, and their work and achievements can only be 

discussed from the perspective of history.

Architecture is one of the traditional fine arts categories.1 It has not only existed 

for millennia, but it has existed long before the words we use to describe and 

define it today have been applied to it. While archaeological discoveries are still 

challenging the origins of architecture the first individual who has been described 

as an “architect” is believed to be Imhotep, the mastermind believed to have 

designed, engineered and overseen the erecting of the Stepped Pyramid of Djoser. 

Simultaneously he is also recognized for his expertise in medicine, mathematics, 

astronomy, literature, as well as for his role as a priest and vizier. This wide 

spectrum of attributed knowledge suggests that the first known architect was 

defined by his versatile background and ability to see the correlations between 

fields and implement them in his work. I would argue this is the type of skillset 

contemporary architects need to master in order for the field to evolve not just 

through focused technical innovation, but through simultaneous reconnection to 

other fields and expansion beyond the constraints of the physical realm.2

Contemporary etymology can be traced back to ancient Greece where the word 

arkhitekton, meaning a “master builder” or a “director of works”, was used. It 

suggests that by the time a “formal” definition was adopted, the architect was not 

only a planer or a designer but also the leader, manager and communication focal 

point. This interpretation is supported by the French use of the word architecte in 

the 16th century. It means a “person skilled in the art of building, one who plans 

and designs buildings and supervises their construction”, which gives a more 

1 https://www.britannica.com/topic/the-arts Retrieved December 3, 2021.
2 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Imhotep Retrieved December 3, 2021.
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detailed insight into the position of the architect in society and in relation to other 

members of the construction guild. Similar definitions were also used in old and 

middle English, heahcræftiga “high-crafter” and architectour “superintendent”, 

“one who plans or contrives”.3   

The first significant changes to the role of the architect were introduced sometime 

around the late 19th- early 20st century, when an architect would no longer 

necessarily be an engineer, as well. This shift coincides with the first and second 

industrial revolutions. A rapid knowledge accumulation across scientific fields, and 

a plethora of innovations, can be considered the likeliest causes for it. Another 

shift in the architect’s profile comes into effect with the third industrial revolution 

(the digital revolution). From this point on there would be two distinctly different 

types of architects. One group would be responsible for the designing of the 

physical environment while their counterparts - the software architects would be 

in charge of forming the digital realm. 

3  https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=architect&ref=searchbar_searchhint
   Retrieved December 3, 2021.
   from arkhi- “chief”+ tekton “builder, carpenter,” from PIE root *teks- “to weave,” also “to fabricate.”
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Figure 1. Evolution of the architect role
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Today, we find ourselves at another stage of revolutionary transition that is defined 

by the themes of interconnectivity, decentralized decision making, information 

transparency and technical assistance. Based on history it is only logical to 

interpolate a new stage in human evolution also foreshadows a significant shift 

in the architect’s profession. These changes can already be observed in the 

adoption of digital production methods, software bits and pieces made from 

architects for architects, trans-disciplinary approach towards design. This presents 

opportunities for the making of efficiency driven, adaptive design and user-friendly, 

interactive solutions that would meet the user needs. Through adopting these 

new approaches, architects can close the loop and become once again chief 

builders, yet, this time they design not only physical objects but systems as well. 

In this context, the architect of our era encapsulates “soft”(software) system flows 

in physical(hardware) frameworks - architecture. 
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2. DESIGNER OF PERCEPTION
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Through architectural design, architects create space, but they also curate the 

experience they wish the user to have. In that sense, they design perception by 

utilizing their creations as user interface meant to facilitate user experience, a 

notion more commonly associated with software architecture. On the physical 

plane architects often aim to engage the senses, with sight4 being the primary 

focus. However,touch and sound can be just as impactful.

Two conceptual projects focusing on perception design have been developed in 

the scope of the program. 

ACOUSTIC-onnection is a decentralized design concept which goal is to provide 

visitors with a pocket in the urban environment where they can experience through 

sound the rich history of Richmond, Virginia. The experience is amplified through 

curated windows opening towards specific views connected to the soundscape. 

It is situated in direct dialog with the existing slavers trail, a subtile experience 

that leads visitors through the slavery history and its impact on the early town 

development. 

Slave Trail #9

Slave Trail #10

Slave Trail #11

Slave Trail #12

Slave Trail #13

Slave Trail #14

“A Sound History For the Trail of Enslaved People”

4  Venustas or beauty is one of the three original virtues of architecture as defined by Vitruvius
   in the 1st century BC.
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The project consists of two pavilions, both of which guide the user through a 

moment of sound deprivation before immersing them in an authentic acoustic 

historic soundscape. The experience is further accentuated by the material 

selection. It consists of local materials reflecting traditional archetypes throughout 

the town evolution. 

Figure 3. Pavilion axonometries

To quiet the existing sound-scape, 

and then supplant it with a mapped 

historical soundscape, a combination 

of brick and high density acoustic 

foam form to create ceiling vaults. 

An embedded linear speaker array 

and the geometric forms create an 

immersive, omni-directional acoustic 

atmosphere. 

CORDUORY ROAD

In the 1700-1820’s the Mayo island bridge and 

other  roads were constructed out of adjoining 

wooden logs. 

GRAVEL

Commonly used rural roads, that span some 

of the most challenging sections of the trail in 

the past.

COBBLESTONE

A typical building material used for 17th-18th 

century streets associated with the city spirit 

and acoustic ambiance of the time.

Figure 4. Materials catalogue
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Experience the soundscape
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“Disco Mirage” is a proposition for a pavilion design that engages the user 

imagination by providing fascinating light refraction and interaction-based sound 

experience, enabled by careful material selection. The primary goal of the design 

is to raise awareness around e-waste in the form of CDs and promote conscious 

recycling for a material that if improperly handled could become hazardous and 

contaminate the environment. A common challenge with this type of waste is the 

quantity required in order to make recycling feasible.

Figure 6. Pavilion afterlife

Figure 5. Material’s environmental impact
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The pavilion proposes a scenario, that provides visitors with the agency to 

participate in the pavilion growth through the donation of their own obsolete 

compact disks. The collected waste is then used for the production of a modular 

system that facilitates easy and expedient aggregation-based assembly and 

disassembly. The accumulated CD waste is the primary construction material. 

While it is not a conventional building material a physical prototype has been 

used to demonstrate its physical qualities. 

Through stripping of the foil layer, we purify the material, thereby ensuring a 

purer flow during the recycling stage. The clear BPA5  is then warmed up, form 

pressed and assembled. Through the utilization of two standard press forms we 

are defining two different structures. 

The first one is used to build up a shell structure. It impacts the visual perception. 

Positive and negative spaces are defined through transparent components and 

voids in between. These do not prevent the user from seeing through the shell, 

however they do distort the image, creating the illusion of a mirage. The experience 

is amplified by bright light sources that partially reflect from the surface. 
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Figure 7. Pavilion assembly steps: shell structure

5 BPA - Bisphenol A, material used for CD production
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The second serves as a plane/floor structure, which creates a soundscape 

whenever the user walks on it, reminding them of the most common function of 

CDs: digital music archives. The effect is a direct consequence of the opted for 

point connection between the individual elements. 
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Figure 8. Pavilion assembly steps: floor structure

Through the implementation of this material, we aim to offset any potential CO2 

emissions and provide a feasible opportunity for recycling after disassembly. This 

is achieved by accumulating a critical mass, purifying the material stream as much 

as possible, ensuring size and shape that make mechanical processing possible.
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3. DESIGNER OF SYSTEMS 
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The projects described in the previous chapter focus on the role of the architect 

as a user experience designer. Parallelly, they also showcase the progression 

in design approach from utilizing conventional construction materials to the 

implementation of non-standard, recyclable/reusable materials. This poses a 

new challenge in the design process that architects need to tackle. The utilization 

of new materials necessitates the development of new systems, incorporating 

supply-chain considerations, material cycles and new production, assembly and 

disassembly processes. 

In this chapter, the role of the architect as a systems designer will be considered 

in the context of urban scale interventions that can disrupt the food supply chain 

and mitigate the GHG emissions associated with it. This section will propose an 

architectural solution that could alleviate the negative impact the food industry 

has on the environment both in terms of emissions and as a socio-economic 

separator. 

Food is necessary for human survival, however, in recent years and in certain 

geographic locations people are overindulging in its luxurious plethora. 

Simultaneously around 25% of the anthropogenic greenhouse gases (or 3.7 Gt 

CO2-eq emissions) can be attributed to the food industry. Out of those around 

60% (8.36 Gt CO2-eq) are associated with the food production at the farm. 

The rest can be attributed to various factors with a varying importance such as 

transport, packaging, processing, preservation, etc.6 

The environmental impact of food production and the associated supply chain 

has been studied in the context of two projects: an urbanism focused concept 

proposal (“Dairy Foodhub, Rochester, NY”) and a food related GHG emissions 

report (“The role of food on in greenhouse emissions in Austria”). 
6  Lund-Durlacher, Dagmar, und Stefan Gössling. 2020. „An analysis of Austria’s food service 
  sector in the context of climate change.“ Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism
  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jort.2020.100342. Retrieved December 3, 2021
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“The role of food in greenhouse emissions in Austria” 

report focuses on analyzing publicly available data and 

determining how emissions can be mitigated. While it is 

not realistic to believe that food related emissions can be 

brought down to zero in the next decade, this study has 

determined that they can be significantly decreased by 

the introduction of subtle lifestyle changes. Some of the 

most impactful ones are reducing food waste, consciously 

limiting meat consumption (omnivore diet), limiting food 

consumption to what the body physically needs.  

To put this into numbers and facts, Austria’s agricultural 

sector has caused a total 7 152 kt CO2e for the period 

2018-2019 (9% of the total country emissions). Around 

3.75% of the total country emissions or ca. 2.96 Mt CO2-

eq can be attributed to preventable food waste.

This is a clear indicator for a severe problem that at 

first glance has nothing to do with architectural design. 

However, as the Dairy Foodhub, Rochester, NY project 

demonstrates challenging the paradigms of conventional 

design and introducing design interventions can disrupt 

the existing supply-chain, mitigate food desserts, and 

promote a more sustainable lifestyle.

10 Top U.S. states based on number of milk 

Figure 9. Dairy supply-chain and demand
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10 Top U.S. states based on number of milk 

Cattle Feed

Consumer profile and 
packaging size
The normal size of the milk package is 1 
gallon,  but the overall consumption of milk 
is decreasing. Therefore, we started to ask 
if the size of the package is reasonable, and 
what kind of package size can minimize the 
waste?

the amount the household would drink in 
2 weeks

the potential leftover
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FUNCTION

The hub is focused on processing byproducts 

and connecting and connecting with the 

existing urban infrastructure.

DEPLOYMENT

To fit the surrounding, our prototype 

split into several branches while 

engaging with the city.

waste water treatment plant/
electricity and heat generation

building site

introduction of the prototype

Evaluation of initial structure 
and the urban situation:
initial adaptation

Adaptation and connection to 
the  existing infrastructure

• connection to the main road system
• connection to the local skyway
• reactivation of the abandoned subway
• appreciation of the available views
  

Function 
The functions of this hub focus on 
processing byproducts and connecting 
the hub with the nearby urban system.

Deployment
To fit the surrounding, our prototype 
split into several branches while 
engaging with the city.

Figure 10. Prototype deployment
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4. DESIGNER OF OPTIMIZED 
    ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS
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If an architect can through the implementation of their interventions design 

systems, then these will inevitably need to be adapted and optimized in order to 

meet the developing and changing user needs. Furthermore, the construction 

industry is one of the biggest contributors to anthropogenic global warming as 

well as the biggest resource consumer.   

“By some estimates, existing buildings account for as much as 
90% of all materials ever extracted from the Earth’s crust.”8

“Over the full life cycle, building construction and operation 
accounts for 40% of energy use and process-related greenhouse 
gas emissions, as well as 50% of raw material extraction and 
solid waste production.“ 7

This is a clear indicator that we are already at the point where material and energy 

flows need to be optimized if not completely re-imagined due to growing demand 

and declining availability. 

7  Heisel, Felix, Joseph McGranahan, Joseph Ferdinando, and Timur Dogan. 2022. 
  “High-Resolution Combined Building Stock and Building Energy Modeling to Evaluate 
   Whole-Life Carbon Emissions and Saving Potentials at the Building and Urban Scale.” 
   Resources, Conservation and Recycling 177 (February): 106000.
8 Heisel, Felix, and Cameron Nelson. 2020. “RhinoCircular: Development and Testing of a 
  Circularity Indicator Tool for Application in Early Design Phases and Architectural Education.”   
  In AIA/ACSA Intersections Research Conference: CARBON. Pennsylvania.
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When considering this concept architects and systems engineers need to 

acknowledge that there is a clear cause-and-effect cycle between architectural 

design, material extraction, processing, transport and utilization, and energy 

systems. On one side constructions grow bigger and require more materials 

and energy, while on another more materials are extracted, and more energy 

is produced in order to enable building bigger.  While in this aspect the loop 

appears to be closed, this is far from the case in terms of material and energy 

flows that are at present linear. With raw materials and fossil fuels being depleted 

at a growing rate, this means the first cycle cannot be sustained infinitely, which 

in turn necessitates a shift from linear to circular economy in the context of the 

construction and the associated industries.

Figure 11. Ithaca demolition waste flow map
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In the scope of this program material flows have been studied in the context of 

the city of Ithaca.9 The data that could be collected and analyzed for this project 

has provided the following key takeaways:

• In the context of material flows. The closer one is to the origin of raw materials, 

the more plentiful and reliable data is available. 

• Construction demolition is poorly documented, with most of the date being 

only available as digitalized forms filled in by hand. Consequently, the degree 

of certainty in material tracking is limited.

• Materials need to be transported at great distances which adds to their 

carbon footprint. Additionally, while materials might be recyclable in theory, 

it is not always economically feasible to do so, which is why even recyclable 

materials end up on landfills.

Figure 12. Ithaca demolition waste flow diagram

8 Research carried out in the scope of Circular Economy class.
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While it is not realistic that these issues can be resolved simultaneously one 

way in which architects can contribute to the optimization of this industry is by 

planning for reuse and material circulation. This can be achieved through kit of 

parts design, material passports or even a robust material flow documentation.

Energy systems have been studied parallelly to material flows in order to build 

a more comprehensive understanding on system optimization. Almost half of all 

harvested energy is lost in the process of transportation from plant to end-user 

and while wind power might be renewable fossil fuels that still account for over 

80% of the world consumption are not. This clearly indicates there is a high 

improvement potential. One aspect in which architects can contribute to the 

optimization of such systems is to plan for the incorporation of RES systems 

in their design resulting in near net-zero buildings9 or by the implementation of 

innovative materials and systems targeting efficiency improvement.10

Figure 13.U.S. electricity flow 2019. Values in quadrillion Btu. 
                 Source : U.S. Energy Information Administration Monthly Energy Review
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9 Harris, Elizabeth A. (September 13, 2017). “High Tech and High Design, Cornell’s Roosevelt 
  Island Campus Opens”. The New York Times. ISSN 0362-4331. Retrieved December 3, 2021.
10 https://www.jamesdysonaward.org/en-US/2020/project/aureus-aurora-renewable-energy-uv-
sequestration/  Retrieved December 3, 2021 
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Figure 14. Global primary energy consumption by source
                 Source: Vaclav Smil (2017) & BP Statistical Review of World Energy
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5. DESIGNER 
    ACROSS DISCIPLINES
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The previous chapters have demonstrated through a series of studies and projects 

an evolution of the architect’s role. They have been inspired by Frazer11, Pask12 

and Steenson’s13 suggestion that the job of an architect is to design complex 

systems and the built environment is the physical manifestation or the product 

of their solution. 

In this chapter the architect would be considered as a builder across disciplines. 

The project TECH-tackle is based on the study of patterns in nature, biological 

systems and the interaction of organisms with their environment. The collected 

knowledge is then used for the design of an interactive, circular pavilion, which 

shape is defined by the user and their collaborative work. 

The resulting design aims to mitigate socio-cultural tensions on Roosevelt Island, 

NYC and to connect the Cornell Tech community not just with the industry but 

also with the residents of the island and the extended New York City community. 

Through interaction and engagement, it raises awareness about e-waste, and 

sustainable approaches towards its effective reuse and recycling. Simple mechanics 

are used in order to implement a kit-of-parts concept and accommodate the 

outdoor location of the intervention. 

The project has been the product not just of collaborative work with people from 

different disciplines but also the incorporation of knowledge and approaches 

more common in fields such as interaction design, bio-mechanics and material 

sciences. 

11 Frazer, J H. Fri . “The architectural relevance of cybernetics”. United States.  1993
   DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/sres.3850100307 Retrieved December 3, 2021.
12 Pask, Gordon. ‘The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics’, Architectural Design, September 
   issue No 7/6, John Wiley & Sons Ltd (London), 1969, pp 494-6. ©John Wiley & Sons Ltd.  
13 Steenson, Molly, Architectural Intelligence, Chapter 1, MIT Press, 2017 
    DOI: https://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/10971.001.0001 Retrieved December 3, 2021 
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TECH-tackle incorporates knowledge accumulated over one and a half years 

and emphasizes the importance of sustainable and circular design. While it has 

been fascinating to develop such a project, the real-world feasibility aspect of it 

has raised a series of questions. 

What is the role of the architect in contemporary design?

Will the architect of the future be a person with vast knowledge across disciplines 

or a collaborative team of experts?

Material Flow
Circular Economy Concept

Accumulation Aggregation Assembly Deformation

Relaxation

Recycling 

Separation Disassembly

User Flow
Designing Interraction

Top-Up & Bottom-Diown Amalgamation
Bio Studies Derived Concept

Kit of Parts

Components Overview
Figure 15. Top-Down, Bottom - Up approach towards pavilion design

Figure 16. Pavilion Life Cycle

Figure 17. Kit of Parts

Kit of Parts

Components Overview

Kit of Parts

Components Overview
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